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DIARY DATES

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
NAPLAN 2021
Reports for Years 3 and 5 students are due to be delivered to
the school some time next week. The reports will be sent home
with students either when they return to school or will be
posted or emailed if the current lockdown is extended.

In line with the latest Covid-19 restrictions, all excursions,
incursions, camps and events will either be cancelled or
postponed. We will update you as information comes to hand.

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT

STUDENT OF THE WEEK AWARDS
Congratulations to the following students who won our
‘Student of the Week’ awards for Week 7 of this term. Students
will receive their certificates when they return to school. Keep
up the fabulous work everyone!

TIPS FOR PARENTS AND CARERS DURING
LOCKDOWN

We include the link below from Headspace in this week’s
newsletter, to provide a few tips for parents & carers
during this current period of lockdown. No doubt this
short clip will reinforce many things that you currently
have in place, but there might also be a few new pointers
for you to consider: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Fw3LzWe-93U.
Through our ongoing conversations with families, we
have a very strong sense of the pressures & tensions that
many families are grappling with on a daily basis. In light
of these challenges, we understand that the daily meets
are important for establishing some routines for children
each day. The predictability of these routines, go a long
way to establishing a valuable sense of security during
these uncertain times. If you are in doubt or uncertain
about any aspects of your child’s wellbeing or learning
at present, please don’t hesitate to touch base with your
child’s teacher.
Now, more than ever, it is so important to show empathy,
kindness and compassion and support others where we
can. I have always been so proud of our school
community and how we continue to rise to each
challenge we face. It is also important to reach out when
you need to.

Foundation A – Aubrey R for listening and learning every day.
Foundation B – Riley B for trying so hard during remote
learning.
Foundation D – Haven B for using our decoding strategies to
work out an unknown word when reading. Keep up the
amazing reading effort.
1A – Kyrie H for working really hard during remote learning.
Well done, Kyrie!
1B – Lucas A for working hard during our meets and
completing all his assigned tasks. We were very impressed
with your Place Value video. Keep up the great work Lucas!
1C – Isla D for your continued enthusiasm during home
learning and our Google Meets. I love that you are always
willing to have a go. Keep up the good work!

1D – Kobie J for your amazing Freddo Fruit Truck. Your
procedure was very well written and your fruit truck looked
spectacular. Well done on an awesome effort!
2A – Olivia W for always volunteering her interesting thoughts
and ideas. You are a great thinker!
2B – Alby M for working hard in remote learning.
2C – Charlotte B for creating an interesting Scavenger Hunt
Riddle. “You pick me up when you go into town. I like to go up
when the rain comes down.” Well done, Charlotte!
2D – Montana F for always doing her best work with her
Reading and Maths. Keep it up Montana.

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
STUDENT OF THE WEEK AWARDS cont.
3A – Harrison L for being such a shining star during Remote
Learning. You continue to try so hard and always manage to
put a smile on everyone’s face. Great work, Harry!
3B – Taj P for his enthusiasm and the great smile he brings to
all our Google Meets. Keep up the great work Taj!
3C – Cody R for showing great resilience in learning online
and providing support and leadership in small group Minecraft
meets. Fantastic effort, Cody!
4A – Noah K for staying upbeat and positive, attending most
Meets, completing most tasks and taking on challenges too.
Keep up the great work!
4B – Zac W for completing all remote learning tasks to an
excellent standard. Great job, Zac!

5A – Adele V for her consistent and enthusiastic participation
in the google meets, even if she is with her horse. You are a
star Adele.
6B – Harper P for consistent attendance and excellent work
during remote learning.
6C – Marley H for being an excellent role model, student and
leader during remote learning. Congratulations for displaying
the ability to self regulate and show resilience, remain
motivated and dedicated. Keep up the great work!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Happy Birthday to the following students who are celebrating
their birthday over the next week. We hope you have a lovely
day.

NAME

BIRTHDAY

Olivia P

26 August

Ella T

26 August

Thomas C

26 August

Jaxon C

27 August

Zac V

29 August

Emmi S

30 August

Ky O

30 August

Emily Z

30 August

Jack V

1 September

Sean C

1 September

Daniel K

1 September

STAY HOME IF YOU FEEL SICK

Chemical Chaos Padlet; Please click on the following link to view the photos and
videos of the students’ Chemical Chaos Experiments
https://padlet.com/milgateluke/o111p11az1oue0af

Lego Masters Padlet; Please click on the following link to view students’ Lego
Masters Creations. https://padlet.com/milgateluke/vdctmpi1rl9s3mqn

HOME SCHOOLING HACK
Hi, here is the Quinn’s Home Schooling Hack ……
Just being organised, with all work printed out & ready to go in coloured
folders & little square picture icons for Josh (1B) to take down when he
completes a task & for all of us to see at a glance what needs to be done for
the day!
Hope this helps another family that may be struggling with getting school
tasks complete.

HOME SCHOOLING IDEAS

Article from The Guardian, Saturday, August 21st 2021.

Memo to parents and carers on home schooling:
‘Don’t panic, and don’t feel guilty’

As home-learning stress rises week on week, some experts say it’s important to let go of outcomes and focus on mental
wellbeing instead. There are important and powerful things that children can learn outside the school, says Pasi Sahlberg.
In Pasi Sahlberg’s Sydney home, not all the schoolwork is being done. The deputy director of UNSW’s Gonski Institute for
Education is in lockdown with two primary school aged children, and as the weeks of home learning drag on, classwork tasks
are not always completed. “The kids just can’t do this every day,” he says. It just cannot happen. “My message to parents is
to not feel guilty about it.” At desks and on dining tables in thousands of homes now across the country, children are trying
to learn to read and add, or analyse Hamlet and pick apart advanced calculus, again without the in person direction of their
teachers or the companionship of their peers. As lockdowns and school closures return and extend for many children, there
is an undercurrent of anxiety for young people of all ages about what precisely they are learning from home, and whether
they will fall behind as a cohort for good. Last September, the OECD released a report warning of the possible economic
impact of “learning loss” among children unable to attend school due to coronavirus lockdowns worldwide. The report
foretold of a 3% reduction in earning capacity for children of lockdown and hits of 1.5% to national GDPs, while conceding
that “nobody can predict perfectly how school closures will affect the future development of the affected children”.
So how real is the threat of significant learning loss and how does this potential loss stack up against the very real threat of
diminishing mental health? “There’s no need to panic,” says Prof Jenny Gore, head of the Teachers and Teaching Research
Centre at the University of Newcastle. “There’s so much speculation and opinion, and very little rigorous empirical research
into the effects of Covid on student learning.” School closures have had no substantial effect on learning, a study of last
year’s NSW lockdown found. Gore’s team released a study early this year on the impact of the eight-week NSW lockdown of
last year. In comparing the reading and maths performance of more than 3,000 children in nearly 100 schools in year three
and four from 2019 to 2020, the study found that school closures in that state had, on average, no substantial effect on
learning. “I find the term ‘learning loss’ really problematic because it suggests students lost learning. Well, they didn’t lose.
They didn’t go backwards. What we found was that all students, at least on average, were learning and gaining new
knowledge and so on throughout last year.”
Gore says there is no evidence yet for the impacts of repeated lockdowns. “It is an unknown,” she says. “I think, based on
the evidence so far, my best guess would be to say that student learning is going to be OK.” “It’s probably the $64,000
question that we don’t know the exact answer to yet,” says Professor Sharon Goldfeld, developmental paediatrician at the
Murdoch Children’s Research Institute. “There’s certainly concern around the world that these learning losses will be large.
Most importantly, in regard to Australia, there is concern that they will not be equal.” There is significant concern, shared by
all those speaking to Guardian Australia, that extended and repeated lockdowns threaten to exacerbate pre-existing gaps in
learning achievement. In Gore’s study of NSW’s 2020 lockdown, the only change in learning achievement was in maths in
year three, where children from lower socioeconomic schools were two months behind their 2019 cohort, while children
from the middle socioeconomic range schools were two months ahead. Dr Nicole Brunker, lecturer in education at University
of Sydney, says that in her research and work with teachers, there is little evidence that lockdowns threaten learning in
particular age groups more so than others. A number of different factors are at play in impacting whether a student struggles
to progress during learning from home, she says, which include socioeconomic factors, whether they were struggling in
school before lockdowns, the extent to which a child is predisposed to self-organise and adapt, whether the school is
mirroring its in-class approach in its remote learning approach, and whether the child had established a positive use of
technology in their social life.
Brunker says talk of wholesale learning loss is “exaggerated”. She says it can panic people, and can ignore that thousands of
students in Australia are regularly engaged in remote learning, pandemic or not. “To me, learning loss is almost like a myth,”

Article from The Guardian, Saturday, August 21st 2021.

Memo to parents and carers on home schooling:
‘Don’t panic, and don’t feel guilty’

Children and adolescents will forget, will get distracted, will get unmotivated during the course of in classroom learning.
Brunker suggests that within a six-hour school day, accounting for distraction, breaks and so on, children are typically
learning for just two or three hours. Sahlberg says that it is the non-academic factors in children’s lives that have more
impact on later success: “Much more important powerful things that explain children’s success and future are often not the
academic skills, and those are exactly the things that children can learn outside the school,” he says.

“The mistake adults and education systems make is that we are quick to ask about learning losses, but we forget to ask what
these kids have learned during this disruption.” One of the things that parents and adults can do . . . is to go and play with
them,” Dr Brunker suggests it is better to frame thinking about school closures in terms of ‘schooling loss’, not ‘learning loss’.
This then encompasses the loss of things like school carnivals, concerts and plays – the things that cannot translate to the
home realm. “We might actually see that there are some positives within this. We start looking at the development of
autonomy and independence and how that might actually push back on current approaches to schooling – it could really be
a positive, and a growth situation for our schools.” The most important thing for parents to consider right now? “Wellbeing,”
says Brunker. “It’s number one.”
“I’m very cautious with this learning loss thing, while accepting and understanding that some children have been left behind,
but that should not be the primary concern,” says Sahlberg. “The primary concern, with all aged kids – particularly year 12 –
is their mental health and wellbeing.” There is unambiguous evidence and anecdotal reports of a far more serious impact on
wellbeing and mental health. A study from University of Calgary found vastly elevated rates of symptoms of anxiety and
depression among children and young people, and studies conducted by Prof Gore’s team have found high levels of concern
about student wellbeing once students returned to classrooms after lockdown. “The lockdown and the remote learning does
impact children’s mental health,” says Prof Goldfeld. “I think repeat lockdowns are not the same as the first one. I think we
have to be careful about what we extrapolate from that [2020] lockdown.” Donna Eddy helps son Phoenix at their home in
Sydney. Supporting wellbeing also means accepting neither adult nor child might complete a full day’s workload, says Pasi
Sahlberg. There are, however, some things parents and carers can do to support the wellbeing of students isolated from
their classrooms. “One of the things that parents and adults can do – and this includes all aged kids, teenagers and everyone
– is to go and play with them,” says Sahlberg. It sounds naive, says Sahlberg, but while play is a powerful means of learning,
particularly for younger children, play can also offer all children and adults a way out of “this horrible situation” and be
empowering for adults . With socialising face-to-face with friends off the cards, parents are the ones left to provide this, and
it could have additional benefits.
“[In] most families, not all, but in most there’s room for closer relationships with your children,” says Sahlberg. “There are
five key areas of wellbeing – and this goes for adults as well: it’s about play, it’s about getting outside, it’s about exercising,
it’s about socialising and it’s about monitoring engagement for news,” says Dr Brunker. This means not having news on as
background, and having age appropriate discussions about what is happening in the world. It means accepting that children
may have more screen time, that playing video games online with friends is good socialisation for older teens, setting up
Zoom playdates for younger children where a parent might facilitate an activity while the other parents work. Encouraging
independent tasks – like setting a Lego challenge where a child might work on something in the late morning with a big reveal
at lunch – can benefit both children and the adults around them who need uninterrupted time to work. But, in supporting
wellbeing it also means letting something go. In Sahlberg’s house it is accepting that neither adult will do a full day’s work,
and neither child is expected to complete all of theirs. “We’ve got to accept that not everything will get done,” says Brunker.
“We’ve got to accept there will be distractions and ebbs and flows in motivation. We’ve got to accept they need time off,
and some kids are going to need to say ‘You know what? I’m not looking at schooling today.’ And that’s OK. “

Victorian Premiers'
Reading Challenge
Patterson Lakes Primary School participates in the annual Victorian Premiers’ Reading
Challenge (PRC) to promote the importance of reading among students in Victorian schools
and to encourage families and parents to be more involved with supporting children’s reading,
in and beyond school.

It’s a fun way to challenge students to read more, discover and share new authors and promote
a love of books. Children from Foundation to Year 2 are encouraged to read or ‘experience’ 30
books and children from Years 3 to Year 10 are challenged to read 15 books.
The Challenge finishes at the end of this Term (17th September 2021). Students use their
EduPass details to log in.
If you would like your child to participate in the P.R.C please email Deb Kerr at
debra.kerr@education.vic.gov.au with your child’s details (Name & Class). Please be aware
that the P.R.C. closes on 17th of September.

More information and resources can be found here: https://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/
events/prc/Pages/default.aspx

